An Omnichannel
Digital Banking Platform
for a Canadian Bank

ATTENTION. ALWAYS.

THE CUSTOMER

A Canadian bank that serves a network of 27,000 financial
professionals across key business verticals including: financial
advisors, deposit & mortgage brokers, and mutual fund & insurance
manufacturers.

SCENARIO

In a country whose banking sector is firmly rooted to a traditional
construct, the Canadian Bank wanted to provide a highly digitized
retail banking environment for their customers. They had legacy
applications that needed an upgrade to incorporate this digital
vision.
To make customers enjoy banking experiences from the very
beginning, the bank was keen on digitizing the customer onboarding process, making it 100% paperless. From a smooth
customer on-boarding process, secure fund transfer solutions to a
helpful after-implementation community system, the bank was in
need of:
A technology vendor who understands and implements
Temenos’ products (T24 and Digital Channels).
Backend support for their legacy applications.

THE SOLUTION

Aspire Systems was chosen as an exclusive Temenos Channel
Partner to implement Temenos Internet Banking Solution (TCIB).
Some of the key features of the application are:

Aspire Systems developed

Hassle-free customer on-boarding process with a simple sign-in
procedure using the customer’s bank account number

a brand conscious user

Developed a brand conscious user interface to improve and
enhance digital banking experiences

interface to improve and
enhance digital banking

Personalized dashboard with integrated view of loans,
accounts and transactions

experiences. To fully
support the aim of the
bank and become

Simple money transfers and utility payments

completely digital, Aspire

Other features include payee management, remote deposit
capture, account statement reports & generation

implemented and
developed Temenos
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Supports international and domestic fund transfers

Digital Solution adhering
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Enhanced with integrations from powerful financial avenues
like Equifax, HID etc.

to the Canada model bank.

To fully support the aim of the bank and become completely digital,
Aspire implemented and developed Temenos Digital Solution
adhering to the Canada model bank.

Integrated Development Environment:
Edge Connect (TemenosUXP)
Platform: Java, TCIB
Server: Websphere

RESULTS & ROI
Aspire’s all-in-one digitized portal solution helped the
bank improve ease of experience for the customers
by 70% and thus pushed the banks initiative to go
branch-less.

The TCIB-powered platform offers enormous
flexibility for the bank by improving their operational
efficiency by 50%.

50%

FUTURE IMPACT

By powering into digital transformation with an Omni-channel
banking solution, the bank is all set to tremendously improve their
reach and scale in the retail banking market. The bank is actively
working towards implementing content management systems and
advanced analytics as part of their roadmap to deliver personalized
digital banking services to customers.

